
Prudence
It’s all about Me cybercrop class

The aim of this class is prudence, so we 
are going to be prudent with our stash 
and use virtually nothing! The idea is use 
other materials you may have lying about, 
as well as photo’s  to create a page about 
yourself. Before you start, you need to 
list 20 things you love, apart from the big 
things such as family/friends/pets etc , so 
little trivial things  such as your favourite 
colour, smell, programme on the TV and 
then find pictures for 11 of them, these 
pics can be from photo’s or magazines 
etc or downloaded from the net, and need 
to be cut to 3.5cm square size. I used a 
medium square punch  for this, but if you 
don’t have one then hand cut them  (DO 
NOT buy one , be prudent !)

If you are worried about things being acid 
free then test appropriately. I am not wor-
ried about this, as I feel it’s kind of nice if 
it ages!
 
I 12x12 sheet of corrugated card from a 
pizza box

sheets of tissue paper or pages from your 
favourite magazine (avoid ones with big 
pictures) I used some tissue paper from 
Paperchase I bought a while ago and a 
page from the Lush Times.

3 sheets of cardstock in 3 different 
shades of the same colour I used Bazzil, 
you can use any colour

White cardstock or thick paper,  2 sheets 
of A4

1 6x4 photo  of yourself fairly close up

photo’s or magazine cuttings of your 
favourite things (you will need 11)

Fonts downloaded from the net, you will 
need approx 20, sounds a lot but remem-
ber there are loads already on your com-
puter, but it’s easy to do if you follow the 
instructions in the library, and there are so 
many nice free ones to choose from

If you don’t want to use fonts, then use 

your own handwriting and  alphabet rubons

Ink pads, to co-ordinate with the cardstock 
if possible
 

1. Remove the top layer around the edge of 
the corrugated card, to expose the rippled 
edges

2. layer your magazine pages, or tissue or both on top of the card  
keeping it about 5mm from the edges of the card so you can see 
the corrugated  bits and stick down

3. from the darkest shade of your coloured cardstock, cut nine 
5cmx5cm squares and ink the edges to give definition

4. from the middle shade of your coloured cardstock cut seven  
5cmx5cm squares and again ink the edges

5. from the lightest shade of your coloured 
cardstock cut one 16x16 cm square and ink 
the edges.

6.

If using downloaded fonts:-

Supplies Used

Instructions



From your list of favourite things create a word 
document on your computer and list each of your fa-
vourites in a different font, changing the colour and 
size of the text to co-ordinate with your cardstock , 
you may need to fiddle a bit to get the sizes similar, 
as you need to have all the fonts  about  10mm high, 
sounds complicated but it’s not really, just print it out 
on plain paper first , then when you are happy print 
the list on your plain white cardstock/paper.

If using rubons/handwriting:-

Handwrite your list, you can use any type of pens 
you have or prepare with rubons. I have handwritten 
part of the title and used a standard font from the 
computer for ‘me’

Then cut up your  list , cutting each word or sen-
tence as a little rectangle  and ink the edges

7. stick 11 of your favourite 3.5cm square pics onto 
eleven assorted 5cm squares, and add the appro-
priate words

the remaining words can then be stuck to the other 
seven  5cm squares

 

Stick the photo of yourself onto the  16cm square 
allowing an even border around the sides and top.

You may need to trim the sides of the photo before 
you do this.

Then stick the title on below the photo.

You are now ready to assemble the page. place five 
of the 5cm squares across the top approx 15mm 
from the top edge allow 1cm between each square. 
The squares on each side can now be placed on the 
page, again allowing 1cm gap from the one above. 
repeat for the bottom row. Fix when happy.

Finally place the large square in the centre, allowing 
an even gap around each side, and fix.


